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The creation of the “lone nut” historical record (following Oswald’s capture and his 

extremely risky climination by Jack Ruby) can be viewed as a three step program. The first 

step was co ensure that there was no conspiracy ¢ charges filed in Texas and to close down any 

proactive effort by the FBI to turn up suspects beyond Oswald. The second step was to ensure 

that none of the primary evidence entering the record would unambiguously demonstrate 

that multiple shooters had fired at the president. That effort involved consolidating and 

controlling the crime scene evidence and ensuring that the final autopsy report would 

support the lone gunman scenario, exclusively implicating the only individual in custody. 

The third step involved the actual management of the official investigations, engineering a 

process through which a potential criminal investigation became nothing more than a series 

of reports demonstrating the guilt of a single individual. The chronology of that process, as 

itcan now be reconstructed, was as follows. 

From Investigation to Report 

November 22, 1963 
The Johnson diary records a brie visit Friday evening with McGeorge Bundy (Special 

Assistant for Nacional Security Affairs) in the Executive Office Building. The visit began at 

6:45 pan. lasting Jess than f ive minutes. This was the first recorded meeting after Johnson's 

urn to the Capitol. The exiscing official diary shows no contact between Johnson and 

- Hoover, who apparently had gone home at the end of che workday. WW’ iHiam Manchester 

Bites details and a specific time for an evening call from Johnson to Hoover.’ With Hoover's 

“tort. several items of key evidence were removed from Dallas and DPD possession before 

Midnight Also several cally from Johnsens aide. CHE Carter, were made to Texas: these calls 
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S police conmmned to denin and question possible suspects. 
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